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Version 6.3 Release Summary 
December 2005 

Overview 
Version 6.3 introduces significant new features and enhancements.  This release summary will 
briefly review the new features and changes to Prospector.  Choose What’s New from the Help 
menu for a more thorough introduction to the new features, changes and software corrections 
included in this release.  The on-line help for Prospector fully explains how use all the features of 
Prospector including those new to Version 6.3. 

Important News about Your Software Licenses 
When you install your software, your hardware will be updated to allow you to use the Version 6.3 
release.  The update of the hardware key occurs during installation so it is necessary that your 
key be connected to the computer when you are updating the software.  If you forget to attach the 
key, you can either reinstall the software or run LiveUpdate and choose the license update file: 

<Install Path>\DongleUpdate63.txt  

 

 

If your software is not covered by a software support contract, your hardware 
key will not be properly updated and you will not be able to run the new release. 
If you are not sure of the status of your software support or would like to check with us 
before loading the update, call us at 888-294-9450.     

Maintaining Sharp Edges 
A new option for lace, box and radial machining strategies – Maintain Sharps – has been added 
to make it possible to place the cutter precisely tangent to sharp edges of the job.   

  
Maintain Sharps positions the tool tangent to sharp edge 
indicated by the window. 

Without Maintain Sharps, the tool center is positioned 
directly over the window.  This tends to ‘roll’ the edge. 
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On the Parameters page of the Program New wizard for 
lace, box and radial machining you’ll find a switch that 
enables the sharp edge feature. 
 
Enabling Maintain Sharp Edges affects the program 
generation for all windows in the case of lace and box and 
all radial cuts in the case of radial machining. 
 
To effectively use this feature, your window or radial 
curves should be developed coincident with the sharp 
edge that you wish to maintain. 
 

More Efficient Spiral Clearing 
Spiral clearing has been revamped to address several key issues: 
• Minimize Retracing - depending on the nature of the geometry, excessive retracing could result 

as the cutter repositioned to clear another region of a given level.  The new clearing method 
does a far better job ordering the regions to be machined and starting points for each region to 
minimize retracing. 

• Climb Cut Part and Stock - the previous versions of Prospector could conventional cut islands 
depending on the shape of the geometry for a level.  The new method orders the direction of 
each clearing scan to ensure that climb cutting occurs whenever an island is encountered.  At 
all other times the direction is set so the stock is being climb cut. 

• Efficient Machining - the ordering of the machining of pockets has been modified to help 
minimize machine time. 

 

 
The example shown above is 1 level of a 3D Z-Planar With Clear program.  The excessive retracing is quite 
visible.   
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This is the same level using the new spiral clearing method.  This method reorders the cutter path for greater 
efficiency and eliminates almost all the retracing.  The machine time to clear this single level was reduced from 8 
minutes in previous versions to 5 minutes. 
 
Both Z-Planar With Clear and 2D Pocketing use this new spiral clearing. 

Machining Islands Option for Zig-Zag Clearing 
A new option for zig-zag clearing for 3D Z-Planar With Clear and 2D Pocketing allows you to 
specify when islands on a level are to be machined. 

 
 

 

The Islands First option specifies that all the islands on a 
level are to be machined first.  Then the linear zig-zag 
clearing scans are machined. 

The Islands During option specifies that an island is to be 
machined when it is encountered by a linear zig-zag 
clearing scan. 

 
The Islands During option is usually the better choice for zig-zag clearing because it will save 
machine time and helps to eliminate interrupted cuts (i.e. a linear clearing scan that cuts through 
a trench created by the cutter when it had to cut across the job to machine an island).  For these 
reasons, Islands During is the default setting for zig-zag clearing. 

You can set or change your preference for the timing of island machining on the Finish page of 
the New Program wizard or in the Program Properties dialog.  It’s a good idea to set your 
preference in your PowerSource database.   
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Improved Ordering of Lace Cuts 
When it is necessary for the tool to lift and reposition to complete cutting of shadow areas, the 
preferred starting point will be towards the side of the area last cut: 

 

In this example, the tool will need to 
lift and reposition twice to complete 
the program.  Each time it will 
choose to start on a scan adjacent 
to an already cut area.  In this case, 
it will work outwards to finish the 
program. 

This ordering method has the 
benefit of helping to eliminate full-
width cuts (i.e. the cutter is buried 
in the stock for the first cut in a 
shadow area). 

 

On-Surface Step-Over 
When transitioning from scan to scan, the preferred method is to cut to the next scan as opposed 
to lifting, moving over to the start of the next scan then descending into the stock. 

  
Previous versions would tend to lift, move over and 
descend to start the next scan if there was a sufficient 
amount of stock detected. 

The new method chooses to keep the cutter on-surface 
and cut to the start of the next scan when conditions make 
it possible to do so. 

The advantage of on-surface step-over is that it helps prevent tool marks in the job at the start of 
each scan where the tool had to descend into the stock. 

Obviously on-surface step-over is not possible in a condition where the tool would gouge the part 
or exit the containment window.   

The tool will lift to reposition even if an interference free path is available when the distance to the 
next scan is too great.  This distance can be specified with using the program property Maximum 
Feed Distance.  If the distance to the next scan is greater than Maximum Feed Distance, the tool 
will lift to reposition.  By default, Maximum Feed Distance is set to 5X the step-over for the 
program.  This can be modified in the Program Properties dialog or in your PowerSource 
database.   

On-surface step-over affects lace cutting, zig-zag style flow and zig-zag style radial machining. 
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Creating Drop Planes 
For 3D machining of certain types of parts (lifters, electrodes,...), it is often useful to insert a drop 
plane to "catch" 3D cutter paths. 

  
In this example, only the shape of the electrode is provided 
for part data.  Without the complete definition, the cutter 
will drop below the part data. 

Adding a drop plane at the Z coordinate of the base of the 
block of carbon will catch 
the cutter path. 

 

 

The Drop Plane page of the New 
Project wizard lets you define the 
size and Z-location of a drop 
plane for the initial setup. 
 
A Drop Plane definition page has 
been added to the New Setup 
wizard to allow for definition of a 
drop plane when you create a 
setup.  
 
Note that only 1 drop plane is 
allowed per setup.   
 

 

 
The drop plane is only active 
when the setup it was created in 
is the current setup.   
 
Drop planes in setups other than 
the current one are not displayed 
and will not factor into cutter path 
creation. 
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Faster Program Generation for Intel® Pentium® 4 Processors 
During installation of Version 6.3, the installation program will check if your computer has an Intel 
Pentium 4 processor.  If it does, software that has been compiled specifically for Pentium 4 
processors will be installed.  Because the software is compiled using software development tools 
provided by Intel, it takes full advantage of instructions and features unique to the Pentium 4 
microprocessor.  The net result is faster cutter path generation.   Performance improvements 
registered in the range of 25-40% for parallel style 3D machining strategies (lace, box, radial, 
flow).  3D Z-Planar programs improved in a range of 5%-15%. 
 
For AMD and non-Pentium 4 processors the software that will be installed is compiled with 
Microsoft development tools.  While optimized for speed, this software uses an instruction set that 
is compatible with all microprocessors.  This software uses the same development tools and 
options as were used for all previous versions of Prospector. 
 

 

 
 
Choose About Prospector… from the Help menu.  NC Generator will tell you which version of the software is 
loaded on your computer.  In the example above, the version for the Intel Pentium 4 was loaded on the computer. 
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Transparent Part Display 
The new Transparent Part display option allows you to see through the shaded image of the part 
data: 

  
A traditional shaded display of the model is opaque.  Choosing Transparent Part from the View/Display menu 
provides a translucent display of the part data to reveal features inside the part including the tool. 

Enhanced Profile Creation 
New options to the Chain feature have been added to the context sensitive menu (right click).  
The Continue feature chains the next touching line segment to the current chain in the direction of 
the current chained profile.  This feature is active when there is only one choice for the next 
segment to add to the chain.  The Reverse feature has been added to the context sensitive menu 
for chain to reverse the direction of the current chain. 

The Extract Edge feature has been enhanced to handle overlap conditions.  If the next edge you 
extract overlaps a previously extracted edge, the overlapping portion is removed and both edges 
are joined together to form a continuous profile. 

In addition to overlapping conditions, Extract Edge will prefer to choose the next edge which best 
matches the last edge chosen.  Previous versions would always prefer to choose the longest 
edge where there were multiple candidates.  In practice, it proved that the better choice would be 
the edge which would best join to the previous edge extracted.  These 2 enhancements go hand-
in-hand to make it much easier to develop continuous profiles for flow and radial machining. 

2D Profiling of Self-Intersecting Curves 
2D profiling has been modified to allow machining of self-intersecting curves.  This allows for 2D 
profiling to be used for applications such as engraving. 
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Maintenance 
The limit of 256 programs for Send to Control has been increased to 1024 in the case where the 
option to combine the programs into a single CNC data file is used. 

Thread milling allows for any number of passes to be programmed.  Previous versions would 
allow for a maximum of 3 passes. 

If the nature of one or more surfaces prevents the generation of cutter path, the offending 
surfaces will be shown in the Design Defects tab in the Project Properties dialog. 

PowerSource Insight and Tooling require the user login to have either Administrative or Power 
User rights.  If this is not the case, an error dialog will be posted when the application starts. 

If a 2D pocketing program fails to generate because it would violate the minimum pocket radius 
restriction, the error message in the Inspect Program dialog will state this clearly.  Previous 
versions issued a vague error message that did not describe the specific problem. 

When programs that have the same tool size, station number and length compensation are 
combined in the Send to Control dialog, the spindle speed and feed rate will be output as 
specified in each program.  Previous versions would not detect changes in spindle speed or feed 
rate between programs that got combined. 

When Convert Rapids to Feeds is enabled in the Send to Control dialog, Prospector will take the 
necessary steps to ensure the program is gouge free if it was created with the application setting 
Linear Interpolate Rapids set to false.  Because these settings conflict, it's necessary to 
reassemble the cutter path and make adjustments because the actual path for the rapid motion 
will be different than what it was when initially created. 

Setting the tool axis in the General tab of the Program Properties dialog has been corrected to 
properly apply the axis rotations specified. 

Several discrete modifications have been made to the feature finder function for hole making 
operations to recognize various hole types regardless of the modeling methods used to create the 
design.  Previous versions had rigid criteria for determining hole types that relied on specific 
modeling techniques having been used. 

Many discrete issues related to the speed of cutter path generation and defect corrections for 
gouge conditions have been addressed. Refer to the Closed Track List in the What’s This help for 
a complete listing. 

Version 17 of the Parasolid solid modeling kernel is integrated with Version 6.3. 

Customer Closed Track IDs 
Track is the electronic database system that records all customer and internally generated 
requests for corrections and enhancements.  When you report a problem or request an 
enhancement, our customer service representatives will input your request into the Track system 
and give you a Track ID number.  When we complete a release, we set the status on all records 
in the Track database that have been addressed to closed.  For a complete listing of all Track 
items addressed by this release, please refer to the What’s New help in Prospector: 
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